
The Human Eve and Vision
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SPU 3U1 Eye Defects

Problem Uncorrected (black rays) Correction (red rays)

The cornea and lens converge thejjgt
from distant objects too muc1 because
Uiflns cannot become flat enough. The

Myopia thcusedage is in front of the retina:
(4cc., ... the light which should be focused
56l.4tdAc.sr’) sharply is spread out on the retina

making the image of distant objects A corrective diverging lens is used (glassesblurry. or contacts),ieading the light out mor!
before it goei in to the eye so that the
focussed image i’s now on the retina.

The cornea and lens do not converge the
jjht from close objects enough, be6iii

Hyperopia ,1ETh cannot become bulgy enough.
(4_.. 5k...&w The focussed image is behind the retina:

neff the light is spread out on the retina
making the image of close objects blurry. A corrective converging lens is used

(glasses or contacts), converging the light
some before it goes in to the eye so that the
focussed image is now on the retina.

The lens has different focal lengths alpg
. ‘Rifkrent axes. Light coming from points

Astigmatism ilong one luce (e.g. horizontal) could be
perfectly focused, while light from points
in a vertical line is not clearly focused.

A corrective lens that is asymmetrically
ground, having different focal lengths for
different axes, is needed.

Damage to the optic nerve to the brainGlaucoma . No known way to reyerse damage.results m permanent vision loss.
Qoudy areas dev&op in the normally

Cataracts clear lens with age to block and distort Glasses or surgery in severe cases.light.

Not all three cones function properly.
Although different colours of light are

Colour received, they are not perceived as being .. . . Hereditary — it s in the genes!Blindness different because the cones fire in the
same “signal ratio” for different mixes of
wavelengths.

See page 376-78 for more details on eye defects.


